In this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we investigated the influence of two task (lexical decision, LDT; phonological decision, PDT) on activation in Broca's region (left Brodmann's areas [BA] 44 and 45) during the processing of visually presented words and pseudowords. Reaction times were longer for pseudowords than words in LDT but did not differ in PDT. By combining the fMRI data with cytoarchitectonic anatomical probability maps, we demonstrated that the left BA 44 and BA 45 were stronger activated for pseudowords than for words. Separate analyses for LDT and PDT revealed that the left BA 44 was activated in both tasks, whereas left BA 45 was only involved in LDT. The results are interpreted within a dual-route model of reading with the left BA 44 supporting graphemeto-phoneme conversion and the left BA 45 being related to explicit lexical search. D
Introduction
Broca's region comprises Brodmann's areas (BA) 44 and 45 in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) [1, 50] . Activation in this region has been frequently observed in neuroimaging studies of processing words, pseudowords, and non-words [5,8,12,13,17,19,24,27,32,35,39,41,46,47,55 -59, 61,65,67,72,73] . In particular, many studies reported significant activation differences for pseudowords > words, non-words > words, and low-frequency words > highfrequency words across various experimental tasks including silent or overt reading, lexical decisions, lexicalphonological decisions, or phonological decisions (Table  1 ; for reviews cf. [26, 40, 46] ). Many authors have related this effect to the conversion of graphemes (i.e., letters) into phonemes. Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (GPC) has been assumed to be stronger for processing pseudowords or non-words as compared to words since the former do not have a representation of their sound form in the mental lexicon. This implies that the sound form of pseudowords must be reconstructed in a letter-by-letter fashion during reading. Yet, given the substantial variability among the studies with respect to the target language, their actual GPC- rules and even the tasks on the one hand the variability with respect to the peak and extent of the activations reported, it is yet an open issue whether all these activations are correlated with the same process (e.g., GPC) or rather several distinct processes [24, 32] . One argument in favour of the latter possibility is the notion of distinguishable modules within the left IFG specialised for the processing of, e.g., semantic (anterior IFG), syntactic (inferiorposterior IFG), and phonological information (superiorposterior IFG) [7, 29] . [39] Articulation Japanese Pseudowords -familiar writing (words) 44 À56 10 27 Chee et al. [12] Letter case decision English Words -fixation 44 À31 6 18 Binder et al. [5] Lexical decision English Nonwords -words 44 À40 17 2 Edwards et al. [19] Lexical decision English Pseudohomophones -words 44 À50 13 24 Fiebach et al. [24] Lexical decision German Low -high-frequency words 44 À42 1 17 Fiebach et al. [24] Lexical decision German Pseudowords -high-frequency words 44 À47 10 13 Rumsey et al. [61] Lexical decision English Pseudowords -fixation 44 À42 6 20 Rumsey et al. [61] Lexical decision English Words -fixation 44 À44 6 24 Xiao et al. [72] Lexical decision Chinese Pseudowords -words 44 À51 15 14 Menard et al. [47] Passive viewing English Words -pictures 44 À52 6 8 Menard et al. [47] Passive viewing English Words -xxXxx 44 À43 7 0 Ischebeck et al. [39] Phonological lexical decision Japanese Unfamiliar -familiar writing (words) 44 À53 15 4 Ischebeck et al. [39] Phonological lexical decision Japanese Pseudowords -familiar writing (words) 44 À53 11 10 Fiez et al. [27] Reading (aloud) English Irregular word -regular word 44 À49 11 11 Fiez et al. [27] Reading (aloud) English Words -fixation 44 À49 11 10 Herbster et al. [35] Reading (aloud) English Regular word -fixation 44 À48 6 0 Paulesu et al. [55] Reading The results are grouped as a function of region and of experimental design.
Although the reported imaging studies have increased our understanding of the neural circuitry of visual word and pseudoword processing, and despite a continuous increase in the spatial resolution of the neuroimaging signals, the neuroanatomical localisation of activation foci is thus far basically restricted to macroanatomical descriptions. Reference systems such as the MNI space or the Talairach atlas [66] only provide a coarse assignment of stereotaxic coordinates to microanatomically defined regions such as the Brodmann's areas (BA) [9] . This is because Brodmann's original map, a 2-dimensional sketch (Fig. 1A) , contains no 3-dimensional information which would be required for such an assignment. Accordingly, the borders of the BAs are basically identified by means of the sulcal pattern of the brain. Some authors acknowledge this anatomical uncertainty by assigning tentative labels such as approximate Brodmann's area [54] or referring to macroanatomical terms, e.g., pars opercularis of the left IFG [24] . This precaution is justified since there is a substantial amount of intersubject variability with regard to the localisation of the cytoarchitectonic borders of BA 44 and BA 45, which, above all, do not necessarily coincide with macroanatomical landmarks such as gyri or sulci [1, 2] .
Thus, in order to provide more exact descriptions of IFG activations as well as to answer the question whether they reflect one or several distinct processes, a higher degree of anatomical precision is required. This can be achieved by superimposing the functional data on anatomical probability maps which are based on an observer-independent analysis of the cytoarchitecture in a sample of 10 post-mortem brains [1, 2, 20, 21, 62, 76] . These probability maps provide information about the location and variability of cortical regions in a standard reference space (the MNI space) (Figs. 1B and C) . These maps can be combined into a single summary map by using the maximum probability map approach [22] . In the resulting maximum probability map (MPM), each voxel in the brain is assigned to the cytoarchitectonic area which is most likely found at that position (Fig. 1D) . The advantage of this method over others relying, e.g., on automatic labelling of anatomical structures [44] is that functions identified with imaging techniques can be related to brain structures with a much higher validity. The usefulness of this approach to neuroimaging studies of language processing has been recently demonstrated [2, 37, 38 ].
Objectives
The current functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study was designed to replicate previous findings demonstrating the activation of Broca's region during word and pseudoword processing. Furthermore, by superimposing the data on the cytoarchitectonic probabil- ity maps, we wanted to determine whether the left BA 44, the left BA 45, or both are involved. Finally, we tested whether the activation in Broca's region consists of one or more foci. The latter is suggested by the high variability of the activations reported in the literature (Table 1) . If there were separable functional activation foci within Broca's region, the activation should vary with different task demands. For this purpose, we employed two of the commonly used tasks, a lexical decision (LDT) and a phonological decision (PDT). Both tasks include an explicit language-based decision while tapping different types of linguistic information, i.e., lexical status vs. phonetic properties. We did not include simple reading as a third task, which would have substantially differed from the two other tasks since no explicit decision making would have been required.
Experimental procedure

Participants
16 healthy right-handed subjects (8 females; mean age 25.6 years, SD 2.4 years) participated in the experiment. They all were native German speakers and had normal or corrected to normal vision. The subjects had no known history of neurological, major medical, or psychiatric disorders; none were taking medication at the time of measurement. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. The experimental standards were approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Leipzig. The data were handled confidentially. One subject aborted the experiment. These data were discarded from further analyses.
Stimulus materials
The stimulus materials consisted of 80 words (WO) (mean total frequency 164.8 per million, range 31 -900, as determined on the basis of the CELEX database (http://www.kun.nl/celex/-last access 27 August 2005)) and 80 pronounceable orthographically legal pseudowords (PW) generated from the words by exchanging one or two vowels within the word. Thus, the pseudowords resembled closely the word stimuli. Nonetheless, pseudowords and words were easily to be distinguished, indicated by the low error rates in the lexical decision task ( Table 2 ). 50% of the stimuli in both categories started with a fricative (F or S) and 50% with a stop consonant (P or T).
Procedure
In the LDT, subjects had to indicate whether a stimulus was a word or a pseudoword. In the PDT, subjects decided whether the stimulus started with a fricative or stop consonant. Participants responded by pressing one of two response buttons with the index or middle finger of the right hand, respectively. In each task, equal numbers of left and right responses were required. The assignment of the buttons to the response alternatives was balanced over subjects. Stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom order. In order to increase the experimental power, each stimulus was presented twice during the experiment. Each word and its corresponding pseudoword were separated by at least 10 other stimuli. There was a temporal jittering (blank screen for 0, 250, 500, or 750 ms) at the beginning of each trial. After 1900 ms, the stimulus was presented for 800 ms. The screen remained blank for a variable time interval, amounting to a total trial duration of 5000 ms. In addition, 16 null-events were included in order to allow a better estimation of the haemodynamic response in the experimental conditions.
Data acquisition and analysis
Reaction times were registered and analysed using repeated-measures ANOVAs with the factors TASK (LDT/ PDT) and WORD-TYPE (PW/WO).
The experiment was carried out on a 3 T scanner (Medspec 30/100, Bruker, Ettlingen). A standard birdcage head coil was used. Visual stimuli were presented on a screen positioned at the head end of the magnet bore. Subjects viewed the screen through mirror glasses. Foam paddings were used to reduce head motion. T1-weighted EPI images were taken with a TE = 30 ms, flip angle 90-, acquisition bandwidth 100 kHz. The inversion time was 1200 ms, with a TR of 45 s and four averages. The functional data were recorded using a gradient-echo EPI sequence with TE = 30 ms, flip angle 90-, TR = 1 s, acquisition bandwidth 100 kHz. The matrix acquired was 64 Â 64 with a FOV of 19.2 cm, resulting in an in-plane resolution of 3 mm Â 3 mm. 14 axial slices covering the left IFG and surrounding areas were recorded (3 mm thickness, 1 mm gap).
The data processing was performed using MATLAB 6.5 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, USA) and SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, UK; http://www. fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm2-last access 27 August 2005). A total of 1655 scans were acquired for each subject. The first five scans were discarded to allow for magnetic saturation. The functional images of each participant were motion corrected. The individual slices of a functional volume (14 in total) were corrected for slice time acquisition difference with respect to the middle (seventh) slice. An individual high-resolution (1 Â 1 Â 1 mm 3 ) anatomical 3D data set of each subject was coregistered to the individual EPI-T1 anatomy. Then, the individual anatomical 3D data set was normalised to the high-resolution data set of the MNI single subject template [14, 23, 36 ] using linear and non-linear transformations [3, 4] . The normalisation parameters were then used for the normalisation of the functional images. Finally, the functional data were filtered in the spatial (isotropic Gaussian kernel, FWHM = 6 mm) and temporal domain (high-pass, cut-off 1/200 Hz).
Statistical analysis was performed using a mixed effects model. The delta-function of the stimulus onsets for each condition was convolved with the canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF) and its first temporal derivative, HRFV, to account for minor latency differences [30] . The predictors for the contribution of the HRFV, motion parameters, and a constant for global mean activation per subject were included in the model as covariates of no interest. Specific effects were tested by applying appropriate linear contrasts to the parameter estimates for each condition. The main analysis tested for the main effects of WORD-TYPE and TASK and their interaction. In addition, the contrasts PW > WO and WO > PW were calculated separately for the two tasks. For the group analysis, the individual contrast images were entered into one-sample t tests as a second level random effects analysis. This allows making inferences about the general population. The resulting F and t statistics constitute a statistical parametric map which was then interpreted by referring to the probabilistic behaviour of Gaussian random fields [71] .
According to the scope of this paper, we focused on activation in the left BA 44 and BA 45. We report only activation that passed a threshold of P < 0.05 FDR corrected at voxel level for the search volume containing either the left BA 44 or the left BA 45, respectively, depending on the location of the local maximum. This search volume was calculated on the basis of a mask image generated from the abovementioned MPMs using the SPMAnatomy toolbox developed by Eickhoff et al. [20] (http:// www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm _ anatomy _ toolbox-last access 27 August 2005).
Results
Behavioural data
The average reaction times and error rates for the processing of PW and WO as a function of TASK are given in Table 2 . For the reaction times, there were two significant main effects and a significant interaction (TASK: F(1,7) = 76.174, P < 0.001, LDT > PDT; WORD-TYPE: F(1,7) = 15.226, P < 0.006, PW > WO; TASK Â WORD-TYPE: F(1,7) = 37.153, P < 0.001). This interaction was due to longer reaction times for pseudowords than words in LDT (t(7) = 5.333, P < 0.001) whereas no difference was observed in PDT (t(7) = À1.233, P > 0.05). For the error rates, there were no significant effects ( P > 0.05). Coordinates refer to the standard MNI space. Abbreviations: Brodmann's area as indicated by the cytoarchitectonic maximum probability map (MPM); F, t, F value or t value of effect at the given coordinates (degrees of freedom in parentheses); LDT, lexical decision task; PDT, phonological decision task; n.s., not significant.
Imaging data
As noted above, imaging results are reported for the left BA 44 and BA 45 as identified using the cytoarchitectonic probability maps of Amunts et al. [1] . There was a main effect of WORD-TYPE in BA 44 and BA 45 ( Table 3) . The planned contrasts revealed that there was activation PW > WO in the left BA 44 and BA 45 (Table 3 and Fig. 2 ). These two local maxima were present in 10 subjects ( P < 0.001, uncorrected; Fig. 3 and Table 4 ). At a more lenient threshold ( P < 0.05, uncorrected), the same pattern was observed in all but one subject. For the main effect of TASK, there was no significant main effect in BA 44 or BA 45 ( Table 3) . The interaction was significant in BA 45 (Table 3 ). In the planned contrasts, there was an effect PW > WO in BA 44 and BA 45 in LDT (Table 3 and Fig. 2 ). In PDT, there was activation PW > WO in BA 44 but not in BA 45 (Table 3 and Fig. 2) . The reverse contrast WO > PW yielded no significant effects in any of the reported analyses.
In the contrasts that yielded significant effects within Broca's region, there were other significant effects (PW > WO, P < 0.001, uncorrected) in the remainder of the scanned part of the brain. Although these are not within the scope of the present study, they are reported here as they may provide additional cues for the interpretation of the relevant effects. For the main effect of WORD-TYPE, there was additional activation in the left inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) (À50, À36, À22; t = 5.38), the right area V4 (36, À84, À14; t = 5.42), and the orbital parts of the left and right IFG (left: À40, 28, À2, t = 4.29; right: 28, 24, À18, t = 4.01). In the LDT, further effects were observed in the left ITG (À52, À42, À20; t = 5.55), the right area V4 (36, À84, À14; t = 7.92), the right BA 45 (52, 28, 6 ; t = 4.83), and the orbital parts of the left and right IFG (left: À30, 36, À16, t = 4.43; right: 38, 26, À8, t = 4.11). At last, in the PDT, additional effects were in the left ITG/ fusiform gyrus (À46, À38, À20; t = 4.94; À42, À38, À20, t = 4.89), the right area V4 (40, À82, À6; t = 3.94), the right area V5 (38, À68, 2; t = 3.82), the right BA 44 (52, 10, 8; t = 3.83), and the orbital part of the right IFG (48, 38, À8, t = 5.70).
Since strong gender differences with respect to verbal tasks are suggested for the frontal lobe [64] , we also compared the data of male and female subjects in the main effect pseudowords > words. The F test did, however, not yield any significant effects, neither at a corrected level ( P < 0.05) nor at an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.001 (extent > 5 voxels).
Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the processing of words (WO) and pseudowords (PW) as a function of task (lexical decision, LDT; phonological decision, PDT). We intended to replicate previous findings from imaging studies demonstrating the involvement of the left BA 44 and BA 45. Moreover, instead of relying on macroanatomical descriptions of the brain activations, we used cytoarchitectonic probability maps [1] for the identification of the cortical areas in which the observed effects were located.
Behavioural data
The reaction times in our study are comparable to those reported in the literature for similar tasks as they range between shorter values [39] and longer ones [5, 24, 42, 48] . They reveal that explicit lexical processing took longer than phonological processing. Moreover, in LDT, but not in PDT, pseudowords were processed more slowly than words, which led to the significant interaction between both factors. Considering that the phonological processing only required processing the first phoneme, it is reasonable that this task is faster than LDT which requires lexical access of the decision whether the stimulus is a word or not. With respect to the interaction of the task and the lexical status of the stimulus, the same argumentation holds. For a decision on the first phoneme, the lexical status of the stimulus does not matter. Therefore, no differences between pseudowords and words were observed here. In contrast, the lexical decision is faster for words than pseudowords, since for the latter, no lexical entry can be retrieved [28] .
Imaging data
Observing a significant effect of WORD-TYPE (PW > WO) in Broca's region (both left BA 44 and BA 45), we replicated results from previous neuroimaging studies [5, 13, 19, 24, 27, 32, 39, 41, 46, 58, 59, 61, 65, 72] . Moreover, we demonstrated that the experimental task influenced the activation pattern. This holds in particular for BA 45 where there was an interaction of TASK and WORD-TYPE. The functional significance of these effects will now be discussed in more detail.
Activation in the left BA 44-grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
We observed stronger activation for pseudowords than words in the left BA 44 and BA 45. When activation was analysed separately for each task, it appeared that, in BA 44, this effect was present for both the PDT and the LDT. In other words, it was independent of the actual experimental task, and could thus be related to some process shared in both tasks. Our interpretation of this effect follows the suggestion put forth in prior studies [5, 24, 27, 32, 39, 41, 46, 61] that the significantly stronger activation for pseudowords than for words is associated with grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (GPC).
GPC is assumed in the dual-route model of visual word recognition of Coltheart et al. [15] (Fig. 4) . As many earlier dual-route models of visual word recognition, it proposes the existence of two qualitatively different types of access to the mental lexicon, i.e., the representation of language in the human mind. Words may be read by directly retrieving the word's sound form from the mental lexicon (addressed phonology, direct/lexical route) and by spelling out the word letter by letter (GPC, assembled phonology, indirect/nonlexical route). In the Coltheart et al. [15] model, processing on the two routes is not mutually exclusive. Rather, both routes are involved in parallel in visual word recognition. Whereas for high-frequency words, the correct entry will be retrieved via the lexical route before each grapheme is converted into a phoneme, the latter process may be faster when reading unfamiliar low-frequency words or complex words. In particular, this holds for pseudowords, i.e., pronounceable letter strings (e.g., RAME) and non-words, i.e., unpro- Displayed are only data for subjects showing significant activation (P < 0.001, uncorrected) in the left BA 44, left BA 45, and left inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), and the mean coordinates of these 10 subjects in all three regions. Italic prints for subject #01 indicate an activation that was identifiable but no local maximum.
nounceable letter strings (e.g., GRTO) for which there is no lexical entry. With respect to our data, the following task analysis is proposed. (1) In reading, both the direct, lexical and the indirect, phonological route work in parallel. (2) GPC for each grapheme is started via the indirect route. (3) When there is enough input (e.g., a word stem or an initial cohort), entries in the mental lexicon are searched via the direct route. (4) For high-frequency words, the word form may be retrieved via the lexical route even before the last grapheme was converted to a phoneme on the non-lexical route. (5) For low-frequency words, pseudowords, or non-words, the lexical search succeeds later or never. Thus, more or even all letters are translated to sounds via the indirect route. (6) Accordingly, not GPC per se (i.e., only the processing on the non-lexical route), but rather a higher demand on GPC is reflected in the activation of the left BA 44 (Fig. 5) .
As mentioned above, the activation in BA 44 is independent of particular task demands. In our view, this BA 44 activation is related to task-independent GPC taking place during the reading process of the pseudowords and words before the explicit lexical or phonological decision. In other words, it is a prerequisite for subsequent explicit processing. A number of arguments support this notion. First, there was no main effect of TASK and no interaction in BA 44. Second, Newman and Twieg [49] reported no IFG activation (PW > WO) in a PDT when the stimuli were presented auditorily, i.e., when GPC was not necessary. Finally, Omura et al. [53] reported activation in similar areas for the reverse process, i.e., phoneme-to-grapheme conversion. In sum, our data agree with the view that GPC is correlated with activation in the left BA 44.
One might question whether the subjects really read the entire stimulus in the PDT. For the successful completion of the task, it would suffice to focus the attention on the first letter of the word and make a letter decision instead of a phoneme decision. In this case, GPC would not be required. This implies that, if only the first letter of each stimulus had been processed, the lexical status (word or pseudoword) should not matter. However, we did observe a significant activation effect for pseudowords over words in PDT, indicating that the entire stimulus had been processed.
As mentioned earlier, the notion of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion was brought up in several recent neuroimaging studies. Many but not all agree that its neural correlate is located in the left inferior frontal gyrus. For example, Xu et al. [73] found that pseudowords elicited more activation than words in the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG) in the temporo-parietal cortex, which they interpreted as the brain region supporting GPC. These data are related to findings by Temple et al. [68] who scanned dyslexic children and normal controls performing a rhyme task on visual presented letters. Whereas left inferior frontal activation was present in both groups, only the normal readers showed additional temporo-parietal activation. These data stress the possible importance of the temporoparietal region for the processing of phonological properties of written stimuli. In the present study, the temporo-parietal cortex was within the field of view. However, there was no Fig. 5 . Schematic display of the processes during word and pseudoword recognition according to the dual-route model of Coltheart et al. [15] . (A) When a (high-frequency) word is processed, its sound form will be retrieved from the mental lexicon via the lexical route, and the word can be pronounced. This is accomplished before all graphemes were converted to phonemes via the non-lexical route. (B) When a pseudoword is processed, no entry will be found in the mental lexicon via the lexical route, indicated by the fading grey bar. Meanwhile, all graphemes are converted into phonemes via the non-lexical route, and the pseudoword can be pronounced. Note: Comparing the processing of words and pseudowords, you see that more graphemes are converted for pseudowords then for words. This effect may be reflected in the activation PW > WO in BA 44. Similarly, the automatic lexical search is continued longer for pseudowords than for words. This is supposed to correlate with the activation PW > WO in the left inferior temporal gyrus. [15] . Visual word recognition is achieved by parallel processing in two paths, the non-lexical route (letter-by-letter grapheme-to-phoneme conversion) and the lexical route (lexical search for the whole phonological word form). effect in any of the two regions. Thus, our data do not provide further evidence for the discussion of the involvement of temporo-parietal regions in GPC.
Activation in the left BA 45-lexical search
Our study was also designed to test whether the activation in BA 45 reported in some imaging studies (Table 1) could be anatomically and functionally segregated from that in BA 44. We found the effect of WORD-TYPE (PW > WO) in BA 45 to be task-dependent as demonstrated by the significant interaction. Planned contrasts yielded a stronger activation for PW than for WO in BA 45 only in the LDT but not in the PDT.
The absence of a main effect of TASK indicates that the observed activation in BA 45 in LDT in the interaction contrast was not caused by increased task difficulty, as might be inferred from the longer reaction times in LDT. In contrast, the interaction effect suggests that there is a selective increase in activity only for the processing of PW in LDT. No such interaction was observed in BA 44, demonstrating equal levels of activation and processing here.
Thus, the present data indicate a direct relation of BA 45 and the way words and pseudowords are processed in a lexical decision task. We suggest the following interpretation for the stronger activation for PW than WO in BA 45 during LDT. In a lexical decision task, the written stimulus (no matter by which route the sound form had been retrieved before) must be explicitly checked whether it is a lexical entry or not. This controlled lexical search takes longer (as reflected by the reaction time data) and is more effortful for pseudowords and low-frequency words than high-frequency words [28] and therefore leads to an increased activation in BA 45. This interpretation of the role of BA 45 in lexical search is concordant with a recent fMRI study on controlled lexicosemantic processing [2] . In this study, subjects had to generate either highly overlearnt words (e.g., days of the week; low lexical-semantic demands) or exemplars of particular categories (e.g., furniture; high-lexical semantic demands). When subtracting the signal in the low demanding task from the high demanding task, the authors found an effect in BA 45 as indicated by superimposing the imaging data on the cytoarchitectonic probability maps.
The roles of BA 44 and BA 45 in a cortical network
The above given interpretation of the inferior frontal activations implies that BA 44 supports stimulus-driven bottom-up processing during GPC, which runs in a letterby-letter fashion. In contrast, the explicit lexical search reflected by the activation in BA 45 is task-driven topdown processing. Results supporting this notion were reported, e.g., by Noesselt et al. [52] who had subjects perform semantic judgements on words (top-down processing) presented auditorily at three different rates (bottom-up processing). Passive listening to the same stimuli served as a baseline condition. The authors observed a main effect of task, i.e., top-down processing, in BA 45. In BA 44, there was an interaction of task and presentation rate, indicating its involvement in both bottom-up and top-down processing. The authors supposed that the latter effect was related to ''the analysis of phonological features of those words entering semantic analysis later''. This interpretation was based on earlier studies by Gabrieli et al. [31] and Fiez [25] who related activation of the left dorsal IFG to phonological processing. In fact, data supporting this notion had been reported even earlier, e.g., by Démonet et al. [18] and Zatorre et al. [74, 75] for auditory language comprehension. Later, these findings were extended to phonological processing in language production [33, 34] and phonological working memory [77] . All these processes have in common the processing of phonological information. In the context of the present study, these results provide further support for the interpretation that the effect in BA 44 is related to a phonological process, i.e., grapheme-tophoneme conversion.
It is yet an open issue how BA 44 accomplishes these different phonological functions (and a number of other, non-linguistic functions such as processing syntactic information of music [43] , the perception of rhythm of motion [63] , imagery of motion [6] , etc.). There are several possible explanations for this: (1) BA 44 is one multi-modal region subserving different specific functions. (2) BA 44 is functionally parcellated in different sub-regions. This is concordant with literature reviews provided, e.g., by Bookheimer [7] or the model of auditory sentence comprehension of Friederici [29] . (3) All the sketched functions have some common denominator. It is not the cognitive function per se but rather the format of the information that is processed by BA 44. Friederici [29] argued that all the types of information processed in Broca's area involve some aspect of sequencing, which might be the unknown shared feature. Such sequencing could also apply to the processing of a continuous stream of auditorily perceived phonemes or visually perceived letters requiring GPC which is supposed to be a linear process in the Coltheart et al. [15] model. It might also be involved in phonological working memory when operationalised by an n-back task in which the items that need to be memorised enter the phonological loop in a serial order. (4) BA 44 receives its functionality by its integration in different anatomical circuits, as proposed, e.g., by Marshall and Fink [45] . This alternative is supported by the fact that the network for phonological decisions in language production and comprehension comprises at least BA 44 and the posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) [10, 33, 34, 69] , whereas in the present study, the left ITG but not the pSTG was part of the network. (5) One of the first to third alternatives could apply in combination with the fourth. This issue cannot be solved based on the present results. Data about anatomical and functional connectivity would provide valuable additional insights. For the purpose of the present study, however, it is important to note that the literature about the involvement of BA 44 in phonological processing is in accordance with its role in phonology-based GPC proposed here.
As the present study was designed to elucidate the role of the left BA 44 and BA 45 in the processing of words and pseudowords, we focused the analyses on the left BA 44 and BA 45 as defined by the cytoarchitectonic probability maps. Recording only 14 slices instead of whole-brain scans, we achieved a higher sampling rate (TR = 1), resulting in an increased signal-to-noise ratio. Yet, the imaging data covered not only the inferior frontal parts of the brain but also the temporal and occipital lobes. Among these, we observed an effect (PW > WO) in the left ITG in both the LDT and the PDT as well as in the main effect of WORD-TYPE. Similar data have been reported in a number of studies (cf. [46] for a review and data on silent reading). Earlier imaging and patient work has revealed the involvement of the left inferior temporal lobe in lexical access, lexical retrieval, or semantic processing [16, 51, 55, 60, 70] . Taken together, the present data fit into a series of earlier results assigning lexico-semantic processing during reading to the left inferior temporal lobe. In terms of a dual-route account, the stronger activation for pseudowords than words could reflect the increased effort at lexical access in the mental lexicon during reading which takes longer until it times out in the case of pseudowords (Fig. 5) . Recently developed approaches for identifying functional connectivity between brain regions may be helpful tools to further elucidate how this function of the left ITG interacts with the top-down and bottom-up processes in the left inferior frontal BA 44 and BA 45.
Conclusion
Using cytoarchitectonic probability maps, we demonstrated the differential involvement of the microstructurally defined BA 44 and BA 45 in visual word recognition. In this point, our data support the claim by Fiebach et al. [24] and Hagoort et al. [32] that distinct regions within Broca's area (i.e., BA 44 and BA 45) may subserve different functions in reading.
Our data could be interpreted as follows. The greater activation for pseudowords than words in the left BA 44 is correlated with increased GPC (non-lexical/indirect route in dual-route model terminology) during reading. The effect PW > WO in the left inferior temporal lobe reflects the extended lexical search in the mental lexicon during reading (lexical/direct route in dual-route model terminology). The stronger effect for pseudowords than for words in the left BA 45 only in the LDT is caused by the prolonged explicit lexical search after reading which is required for correct responses in the LDT.
From a methodological point of view, this study demonstrates how the integration of information from different fields, i.e., (micro)neuroanatomy, functional imaging, behavioural research, and cognitive modelling, may lead to a refined view of the processing in the human brain.
